MOTION IN MECHANISMS.	25
the radii of the points. The latter relation can easily be found when the center or centre is located.
20. A vector quantity possesses magnitude and direction. It may be represented by a straight line, because the latter has magnitude (its length) and direction. Thus the length of a straight line, AB, may represent, upon some scale, the magnitude of some vector quantity, and it may represent the vector quantity's direction by being parallel to it, or by being perpendicular to it. For convenience the latter plan will here be used. The vector quantities to be represented are the linear velocities of points in mechanisms. The lines which represent vector quantities are called vectors.
A line which represents the linear velocity of a point will be called the linear velocity vector of the point. The symbol of linear velocity will be VI. Thus VIA is the linear velocity of the point A. Also Va will be used as the symbol of angular velocity.
If the linear velocity and radius of a point are known, tlic angular velocity, or the number of revolutions per unit time, may be found; since the linear velocity -^ length of the circumference in which the point travels = angular velocity.
All paints of a rigid body have the same angular velocity.
If the radii, and ratio of linear velocities of two points, in different machine members are known, the ratio of the angular velocities of the members may be found as follows:
Let A be a point in a member M, and B a point in a member N. r\= radius of A] 7*2 = radius of B. VIA and VIB represent
VIA the linear velocities of A   and B,  whose  ratio, ttts, is known.
VIA	VIS
Then	VaA= -   and    VaB =
^-      ^       r2  VaM
Hence	VaB ~~ 27rn X VIB ~~ VIB X n ~ VaN '

